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Your Club Magazine 
As you will see from the front page your newsletter has a 

title       Cinderbarrow Flyer 
Which I think is very suitable and I hope you do. 

Many thanks to all those who submitted names, the one cho-
sen was from Peter Griffiths who always seems to have a 
word for every occasion, well done Peter. 
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Editorial 
 
This is the second edition of your new look club newsletter, it would appear that the first one 
was well received, many thanks to all those who contributed. 
 
As we start another year, the societies committee have plans to improve the site, therefore there 
is to be an Extraordinary General Meeting called to give you the chance to vote on the propos-
als, so come along and have your say. 
 
At the last committee meeting it was proposed to start offering a Drive it Day for the general 
public, this would give the opportunity to budding model enthusiast to learn how to drive locos, 
supervised of course.  There have been three steam locos offered for use up to press.  Would 
you like to be involved, then let the committee know either as a helper or owner/driver.  This 
could encourage new members and help with society’s funds and maybe a lot of fun for us.  To 
enable this to go ahead there will need to be a change in our membership rules to allow for day 
members, this is on the agenda for the EGM. 
 
As you may have heard Malcolm Ford has resigned from the committee.  Our thanks go to Mal-
colm for all his sterling efforts on the committee over many years. 
 
It is not long now before we have the 71/4 Gauge meeting, this is for society members as well 
as visitors.  There will be a fish and chip van laid on for food.  Teas, coffees also cakes etc. will 
be available in the clubhouse throughout the two days organised by our wonderful lady mem-
bers.  On the Saturday night John Arrowsmith from Engineering in Miniature will be giving us 
a talk.  As it is planned to passenger haul all weekend, and with the right weather, it could be a 
busy weekend. Mind you as I look out of the window while writing this it is difficult to imagine 
warm sunshine with 5 inches if snow lying around. 
 
A big thanks to all that keep sending me articles for the magazine, but it would be nice to hear 
from other members of the society, maybe on a project you are working on, how you became a 
model engineer or why you enjoy the society and running the railway.  Perhaps you would like 
to see us doing different things at Cinderbarrow, so start hitting those keys and lets hear your 
thoughts.  If you have not quite got this computer thing sorted out, you can sharpen your quill, I 
will sort out the rest 
 
Martin Sams 

Editor 
 

Next issue due end of August so don’t forget to send in 
your articles and letters  



Dates for Your DiarY 

Good Friday 29 March 
1st Public running day, starts at 10.30 am till 4.00 pm 

Easter Sunday 31 March 

Easter Monday 1 April 
Public running 

71/4 Gauge Rally 13/14 April 

Passenger hauling by any LMMES or visiting locos and a talk by John Arrowsmith from EIM 
Fish and Chip supper available 
 
BRIEF ENCOUNTER  15 APRIL 
A talk by Andrew Coates about the famous Tea Rooms 
at Carnforth 
 
MEMBERS PLAY DAY 16 APRIL 

GL5 MINI DAY 27 APRIL 
A play day for members to enjoy GL5 
EGM 29 April 
This is to vote on new developments at the society and 
vote on a new committee member.  7.30pm start 
May Bank Holiday 6 May 

Talk and Slide show by Mrs Evelyn Archer 20 May 

Members Play Day 21 May 

Change to Programme 
North Lancashire Downs Syndrome Group 25 May 
 
Spring Bank Holiday 27 May 

Members Running Afternoon and BBQ 3 June 
Starts at 6.00pm 
The Lancaster and Morecambe Deaf Children’s Society 8 June 

 
Informal Meeting 17 June 

Members Play Day 18 June 

The Geoff and Stan Bash (see newsletter) 22 June 

Open Day Briefing 24 June 

Open Day 4 July 

Sheet Metal Developments by David Wright 15 July 

For more information on all the events and programme dates 

 See the web site 
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After seeing the first edition of our revamped newsletter, congratulations are in order to the editors and 
contributors leading to a great first production. Keep these articles coming!! 
On a more serious note we are holding an EGM on the 29th April to discuss steaming bay covers etc. Since 
this is likely to be a significant expenditure for the club it is important that members attend, give their 
views and vote. 
The new steaming season is almost upon us so as usual we are looking for the members support enabling us 
to maximise our passenger carrying capacity and income. 
Finally following a discussion between Mike and I we have decided to stand down at the next AGM from 
the posts of secretary and chairman. Is there any who would like to take up the challenge? 
 
Geoff Martell 
 

CHAIRMAN’S CHAT 

For Sale and Wanted 
 

Have you got something you wish to sell? 
Or are looking for that elusive casting or 
part, then you can place an advert free in 
your club Magazine 
 
Just contact the editor 

Our President 
enjoying a good steam up 
on Peter Griffiths Old 
Baldy last year 
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How to Change Track Gauges 
The Illinois Central hired 3,000 men to change their 
Southern line to the standard gauge, changing all 547 
miles of track in one day.  
The Louisville & Nashville hired 8,000 men to change 
their 2,000 miles of track to the standard gauge, also in 
one day. 
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Words of Wisdom  

from  

Jerrymander 

 

Excited by the new Club Margarine I felt the need to spread support and get my test-articles out.  For 
those who read aloud I hope my tinnitus doesn’t spoil the read.  When I were a lad Mecanno was (put) 
out of reach as my dad was fed up of me asking where my nuts had gone and I had to do with Trix, which 
(with 3 times as many holes and nuts) I still have some left 60 years on.  I write under a sillynim to avoid 
abuse.  Well, a bird in the bush is a waste of time when the workshop is idol; so on with eager swarf. 

 
In December last I commissioned a new lathe from Excel (D320 x 920 + goodies) and decided, after 
comments from chaps at Comrie last year, to try neat cutting oil rather than the soluble oil, Mystic as it 
was called in the 1960’s.  I am so pleased with the neat oil that I will be converting to this fluid for the 
Warco lathe and the Chester milling machine once stocks of soluble oil have been used up.  With 4 
months of using the neat oil the attractions for me are that it does not spray about as readily as Mystic as 
the higher surface tension (dynes/yd) hold it to the workpiece better than Mystic. It does not act as paint 
stripper, it provides some lubrication and preservation, I think I get a better surface finish, it does not suf-
fer from bacterial action if not circulated every few days to sterilise the solution, and it does not evaporate 
which with Mystic I am forever topping up the tank, it can be small bottled for manual tapping etc..  Also 
the smoke smells nicer when a heavy cut is on!  It may well be cheaper to run overall – time will tell.  I 
get advice and a supply of neat oil from Crown Oils (just east off the M66 at Jcn 2) and very pleasant 
people they are.  The grade I use at present is HD+ which Crown’s chemist suggested based on the fact 
that I may want to use it when cutting copper bearing alloys.  In retrospect I rarely use coolant on brasses 
and may next time go for a different grade.  It is best to ring in advance and talk to the chemist for advice 
and they will mix you a 25 litre drum.  The HD+ was £85 inc VAT. 
 
In January, having need of a small machine for the fiddly bits like ejectors, small globe valves and the 

like that otherwise disappear into the 
swarf if dropped when parting off or due 
to incipient dementure; took delivery of 
a Made in England “Cowell’s 90ME” 
lathe, and how tickled I am.  All of my 
machines and other tooling of Chinese 
origin have a poor finish and needed sur-
gery to get accurate results to the extent 
that the Chester milling machine bought 
last year needed a 5 thou shim under the 
leading edge of the main column to bring 
the table parallel to the Y axis! (And, I 
had to do the surgery myself)   

This is a lathe, starting handle on the right finger crunching on left. 
 

The quality of the Cowell is superb beyond words and it will fit on the dining room table as long as you 
sit it on an embroidered table cloth – where can the objection be to that! 
 



The Rotary Broach 
 

In February finally got around to engraving the body of my home made rotary broach that I completed 
early last year, and have used with great success.  I had not heard of the Rotary or Wobble broach and it 
was Adrian Dixon that showed me his, based on a design in MEW, but being me I made a few modifica-
tions to make it easier to set up and use.  The MEW design requires the adjustment of 4 x 90° screws on 
the broach body so that the tool cuts without spiralling or over sizing.  To avoid 2 of the 4 alignment ad-
justing screws I added a diametral locating register between the 1° offset backplate and the body so that 
all is required is an up/down adjustment along the register to get the cutter to run on centre.  Also I 
wanted to easily hold the cutter so that I could orientate the points of the hole to be broached in line with 
the component being broached. e.g. a square hole for a valve handle aligned with the axis of the handle. 
To this end I shrunk a large diameter brass collar on the tool holder head making it easy to hold the tool 
whilst still being able to see it and the component without fingers in the way.  The recent body engrav-
ings give 60, 45 or 30° spacings, so that 6, 8 or 12 pointed splined holes can be cut using a triangular, 
square, or hexagonal broach cutter.  The cutter is withdrawn from the first cut with the machine at a 
standstill, turned to the next required angular position and re-inserted for a second cut.  The pictures be-
low show the features described above with a 5 mm A/F hexagonal broach in the head and there is also 
an example of a 12 pointed hexagonal socket of brass.  Anyone interested in this broaching method can 
see a good example on www.floydautomatic.co.uk/pdf/broaching.pdf 

Body Engravings and Brass  
Setting Collar. 

Cutter and 12 Pt Socket 
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Murphy’s Law’s  
 
1. Law  of Mechanical Repair After your hands become coated with grease, 
your nose will begin to itch and you'll have to pee.  

2. Law  of Gravity -  Any tool, nut, bolt, screw, when dropped, will roll to 
the least accessible place in the universe.  

3. Law  of Probability -  The  probability of being watched is directly propor-
tional to the stupidity of your act . 

4. Law  of Random Numbers -  If you dial a wrong number, you never get a 
busy signal - and someone always answers.  

5. Variation  Law -  If  you change traffic lanes, the one you were in will al-
ways move  faster than the one you are in now (works every time).  



The Experimental Boiler 
 
March sees major progress on a small experimental boiler by completing the components for a fuel gas 
skid, fittings for the flanged steam pipe work and an electrically driven variable speed quadruplex ram 
boiler feed water pump (BFWP).  .The fuel gas skid will include connections for a disposable gas can or a 
bottle supply, a pressure regulator that has a set point from the steam pressure such that the boiler pressure 
is automatically controlled to whatever set steam value is chosen (80 psig MAWP) so that only the water 
level needs to be watched, a bypass arrangement so that the regulator can be out of circuit if desired to 
manual control the flames, and pressure gauges in and out so that the gas flow can be calculated for a boiler 
efficiency to be eventually calculated. 

The objective is to have a boiler that does not need constant monitor-
ing and with boiler pressure under control from fuel/heat input I need 
next to keep a steady water level.  I have plans in mind for an auto-
matic level control but this will have to wait until a later date.  For the 
time being the boiler has a dedicated steam injector but the periodic 
on/off operation the injector and the reduced peak boiler evaporation 
rate arising from cold water injection is undesirable for the purpose for 
which the boiler is intended which is to provide a steady steam rate and 
quality for testing a miniature steam turbine.  As a consequence I de-
signed and built an electric motor driven Boiler Feed water Pump 
(BFWP) where the speed can be varied to maintain a steady water 
level.  It is expected that a speed of 65 rpm will manage maximum 
evaporation; however the available speed range is 40 to 90 rpm.    

Boiler In-Work, Pump and Gas Valves 

The boiler will incorporate a super heater/dryer in the exhaust plenum at the back of the boiler fol-
lowed by a feed water heater element ahead of the chimney.  The feed water heater has the advantage 
that it will increase boiler maximum evaporation but requires a continuous flow of water to be effec-
tive, contrary to the intermittent cold water flow from an injector system. 

Boiler In-Work and Pipe Rack 

Completed Feed Pump and Electric Motor Drive 
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The Experimental Boiler Continued     
 

 

 

 

     The Completed Water Pump 

Bye until next issue – Jerrymander 
 

 

The next task is to run the copper piping which requires me to complete a pipe bender which will make 
bends with a centreline radius as low as 2 pipe diameters compared to the 3.5+ diameters from bought 
devices. Initial testing of the boiler, due in April, without the super heater in place will determine if in 
fact any superheat or drying can be achieved; perhaps supplementary firing would be necessary? 
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Caption Completion  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The caption chosen from those entered is 

Oh sod, it's done a Cappuccino instead of an 
Americano 

Society Clothing 
Society clothing is available from Ken Hodgson 
(deirdre@hodgson43.freeserve.co.uk) or Uniform 
and Leisure 

Borrowdale Business Park 

White Lund Industrial Estate 

Morecambe 

LA3 3BS 

01524 388355 

Polo Shirt  £ 11.10 

Sweat Shirt  £ 13.14 

Fleece   £ 17.94 

Prices include VAT  



 

 

 

 

Geoff and Stan celebrate their joint 70th birthdays  

on  

June 22nd 

 

Members and Partners are invited to a party at the Cinderbarrow track 

A hog roast is planned to start about 12.30. 

It is hoped to run trains 

Staff and engines would be welcome 

Please Note: No presents but donations to the Will Clark Fund would be much appreciated. 

 

RSVP by 30th April to Stan or Geoff at 

g.martell@tiscali.co.uk 

sandmatstorthend@btinternet.com 

 

Will Clark is a local man from Grasmere, who had swum across Grasmere and back one morning last July, 
fund raising for a cystic fibrosis charity and then went on a cycle ride to raise more for the same charity.  
Whilst on this ride he had a freak accident resulting in him becoming tetraplegic.  The Will Clark Fund is 
to help support him and keep him as mobile and independent as possible. 
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How ( not ) to build a Britannia ( or two ) Part Two. 

By Malcolm Ford 

Frames being milled out.                                  

  Boring the cylinders between  
centres  

After being persuaded by various friends and ac-
quaintances to build a loco the decision was taken to 
concentrate on 5” gauge as being more manageable 
than 71/4 

“and potentially more powerful than 31/4” 
gauge. I took further advice from a very friendly 
Model Engineering Supplies firm ( Phil Owen) and 
you’ll not be surprised that he recommended build-
ing  a Sweet Pea ! I purchased all the castings, 
frame metal, and other essential bits and pieces – 
more experienced builders will not be surprised at 
how much setting up for a model by buying all the 
required taps, dies, end mills costs  

As is usual with my model building com-
menced on 1st January1994 and was 
eventually completed in the summer of 
1994. 
In between times I had visited the first 
Sweet Pea Rally held at the Eggborough 
Power Station site of the Leeds Society. 
This was an eye opener and really in-
creased my enthusiasm for the project. 
There were Sweet Peas and Metre Maids 
of all shapes and sizes.  This was one of 
the reasons for building my own version, 
that no one, could say it was wrong in 
any way!  
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I have been asked several times since my first ar-
ticle as to what is the meaning of the title to this 
short series. It is very simple really.  
Firstly this is not a series on how to build a Bri-
tannia – there are plenty of articles about loco 
building in the modelling press, written by ex-
tremely worthy gentlemen. This is a series about 
how mine came into being and how I tackled the 
various (numerous) problems encountered. Sec-
ondly, I admit to making some mistakes (quite a 
few ‘scrappers’ actually) that I could have had 
almost enough items in the bin to have built a sec-
ond loco – boiler excepted!). 



The second rally at Oxford I did not attend as I had not completed my loco but the next year I travelled to 
Urmstom with one of our former members John Smith – also with a Sweet Pea and we both ran them 
there for the first time. 
Since then I have been to all the rallies as far south as Bournemouth, Fareham (twice) and Guildford 
(twice). And as far north as Cinderbarrow! Oxford is a very good track and Chesterfield (twice) ex-
tremely demanding and long. This coming June the rally is being held at the Ruddington track of the 
Nottingham Society for the second time. 

Many of these tracks have raised and ground level routes 
and, as when we hosted the rally, camping, caravanning on 
site make for an extremely enjoyable weekend, Friday 
12noon to Sunday teatime. 

 
Eventually things began to wear out ( on the loco !) and I 
took the opportunity to do a complete refurbishment and to 
change the outline to a much more easily handled one for  
ground level running and added a tender. 

Many of the bits and pieces  
during overhaul.  

Very first run at Urmston chaperoned by a very knowledgeable young lad. 

Its current form at Fylde Society October 2012 

Question:-  
Where does the name ‘Applethwaite’ come 
from? 
 

Answer in next issue  

Also next time I actually get round to building the Britannia!  
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The Lakeland Railroad- A Garden Railway Adventure Part II  

A well laden 
goods train 
climbs the 
grade 

Power and Control Systems 
As with the Model Engineering scales, the main choice of propulsion is similar. 

The main ones are: 
-Electric Motors (more on that later) 

-Live steam, most commonly gas, alcohol, or coal firing 
The least common: 
-Live diesel, less practical, but gaining popularity with people who want to try the theory 

-Clockwork, a bit of a novelty, used for small railcar type locos 
 

Once you look at electrical propulsion, you will find even more choices: 
-Traditional track power: this works by a controlled voltage flowing through the rails and picked up by 
the engine. A cheap cost to get going, but gets expensive as the layout expands. Large power supplies 
will be required, additional feeders and expensive brass or stainless rail are needed for best electrical op-
eration. Track joints have to be well maintained to keep good conductivity. Engines cannot be individu-
ally controlled, but this can be got around with isolated sections ad more than one controller. 
 
-Digital Command Control (DCC), Constant electricity passes through the rails with a digital message 
transmitted to be picked up by the loco and converted into actions by a decoder. All commands are sent 
from a central station connected to a power supply. Has similar requirements and conditions required as 
with plain track power. DCC systems that can handle the current (often 5a+) are needed as well as a de-
coder that can handle the stall current of the motor. DCC allows you to control many locomotives on one 
track without isolations as well as control many functions from one handset, such as points, lights and 
sounds.  Expensive to get initially started, but once you are up and running, you only need to buy a de-
coder for each locomotive. 
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-Radio control with battery power. No electricity passes through the rails, the rail material does not need 
to be highly conductive. An R/C battery locomotive can run on any railway providing the gauge is right. 
Individual control, also more advanced systems can control points, sounds and lights. Either based around 
a propriety system designed for train control or a standard stick R/C system like the ones used in model 
aeroplanes. Expensive cost per loco if using a propriety system, but cheaper when using a stick radio sys-
tem. Batteries run out, so require regular charging. 
-Radio control over track power. Similar to DCC, but the signal is transmitted through the air, not the 
rails. 
-Manual battery power. A simple system with a forward/reverse switch mounted directly on the engine 
and sometimes speed control via a potentiometer. 

 
I am currently operating my trains by Battery R/C using the equipment manufactured by RCS Australia. I 
personally find it suits me well and gives me the right amount of features. I also use digital sound mostly 
manufactured by Dallee Electronics USA, these are considered mid-range in sound quality. 

Top left: LGB digital sound card,  
Lower left: R/C Receiver 
Middle: Motor controller  
Right: Transmitter hand-piece. 

Lakeland Lumber No3 crossing the valley PAGE 14 


